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Background 

By far the majority of Information Technology (IT) and Software Engineering 
(SE) professionals are male. One potential reason may be that IT/SE job 
advertisements are biased toward male candidates. This may disincentivise 
women when applying for higher level IT/SE positions, impacting gender pay 
gap and career pipeline, may dissuade them applying for high prospect entry 
level positions, and may put off high school and college women from taking 
SE/CS degrees and majors. 

Method 

We applied automated text-based checking to identify words that are biased 
towards a gender and determine whether overall IT/SE job advertisements were 
gender biased or not. We also conducted detailed interviews to collect opinions 
about gender bias within IT/SE job advertisements. Participants included 
experienced hiring managers who write job descriptions and administer 
recruitment processes, and IT/SE candidates, both new graduates and 
experienced professionals.  

Results 

More than 6000 IT/SE job advertisements were checked with the automated 
word-based checking tool and overall a small bias towards females were found. 
A total of 35 hiring managers and IT/SE professionals participated in the survey. 
Majority of them believe IT/SE job advertisements are biased towards male 
candidates. They reviewed sample IT/SE job advertisements. Based on the 
finding of the tool and the reviews by the participants we propose 9 
recommendations to prepare gender inclusive job advertisements. 

Implications 

The recommendations can be used by the hiring managers as their checklist for 
preparing and evaluating IT/SE job advertisements. The recommendations can 
be developed in an automated tool to detect gender bias in job advertisements. 
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Background 

Gender diversity in IT/SE has been a 
concern for many years. Various approaches 
have been explored to help address the 
gender imbalance and bias in IT/SE 
education and the profession. One area of 
concern is gender bias in SE job 
advertisements. This includes use of 
language, orientation of role towards males 
or females, and lack of diversity-supporting 
information. 

Method 

 Automated script to extract job advertisements from SEEK 
 Automated gender bias checking tool  
 Survey of hiring managers and IT/SE professionals 

o Generic view on gender bias in IT/SE job advertisements 
o Review randomly selected job advertisements – identify 

area of problem and propose improvement 
 Convenience and snowball sampling 
 Comparison among the feedback from hiring managers, IT/SE 

professionals and the automated tool 
 

Results  
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Conclusion  

It is apparent that IT/SE job advertisements are often biased 
towards particular gender that can discourage highly capable 
candidates from other genders to apply for suitable jobs. Based 
on the participant reviews, we propose some recommendations 
that hiring managers can manually check against to design 
gender inclusive SE job advertisements. We plan to develop an 
automated tool to implement the proposed checklist. In future 
we also want include non-binary gender in our research. 

 6005 IT/SE job advertisements  
o Masculine bias: Software tester and software analyst jobs  
o Feminine bias: telecommunications and project manager jobs  
o Neutral: Software designer jobs 
o Frequent masculine words : “lead” (leadership, leading) and “analysis” (analyst, analysts, analytical)  
o Frequent feminine words :“support” (supporting), “collaborate” (collaborative, collaborating), 

“understanding”, “responsible” (responsibilities) A
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 18 hiring managers and 17 IT/SE professionals (age: 28 to 71 years, experience: 1 to 30 years, gender: around 67% male) 
 Around 25-30% of the participants thought IT/SE job advertisements are sometimes gender biased towards male 
 Over half of the hiring managers and over a third of the professionals thought job advertisements need to be unbiased. 
 Recommendations for designing gender inclusive job advertisements 

o Specify 
 the value of diversity and inclusion 
 the features of the team/organization – work life balance, parental leave arrangement, family support  
 work hour feature - flexible/strict work hours, long hours of work, weekend work 
 type of the job such as roster, permanent or contract 
 male and female applicants to apply 

o Avoid 
 too much technical details 
 attributes that are tagged as male and/or female (he vs they) 
 listing excessive requirement 

o Check 
 with the automated tool – inspect the context of use and replace the words tagged by the automated tools with 

gender neutral words, if possible 
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